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Introduction

Service

A short video overview of the 
CardHub unit and mobile banking 
integration.

https://vimeo.com/342291678


Why CardHub?

Host the future
Our solution is faster and more environmentally friendly than current card 
distribution, our advanced machines disrupt traditional supply chains for rapid 
creation and secure instant delivery of cards.

We are disrupting inefficient supply chains. Globally, 6.4bn plastic cards are issued 
each year. In the UK over 19m cards are lost and stolen and over 8m sent to new 
customers each year, a large and growing market.

CardHub enables consumers to instantly create new cards without waiting 5 days 
(the card ATM) and it also securely recycles old plastic cards.

Local creation, smart urban infrastructure and circular manufacturing are growing 
global markets. Atomico estimate them to collectively present a $1.5trn 
opportunity. 

Why are cards important? 

Bank branches are closing, populations are becoming more transient, cash usage 
is reducing and the rise of mobile banking has created some core consumer 
dependencies - with bank cards at the centre.

Our European infrastructure will enable consumers to access secure cards where 
and when is convenient and our network is decentralised and open for any bank to 
use. A public infrastructure for a modern society.

Empowering people to get 
on with their lives.



It generates income

Hosts generate income from hosting CardHub in 
the form of fees per card (or any product) created 
and issued. Incumbent advertising in close 
proximity to CardHub becomes more attractive to 
organisations that issue through the service.

It’s a sustainable service

The principle of circular manufacturing is that raw 
materials are reused again and again, breaking the 
landfill spiral. We recycle and reuse the card 
plastic, eliminate packaging and reduce delivery 
miles and emissions. A sustainable service.

CardHub empowers hosts to offer the fastest, easiest and most environmentally friendly way of getting a 
new bank card.

Hosts benefit from driven consumer interactions, higher relevant footfall, sustainable credentials, increased 
local spending and empowered consumers.

Why CardHub is better

For hosts

It houses the future

Local creation presents a future where consumers 
can access what they need when they need it. 
This principle can be applied to any product that a 
consumer needs instantly and it needs to be 
personalised to them. Our network will create 
more than cards.

It creates happy consumers

With sustainable and secure products at their 
fingertips consumers are happier and empowered. 
No more anxious or stressed waits and periods 
when they can’t spend, just quick resolution of 
issues.



It’s fast

New, renewal or lost and stolen. Consumers can 
get a card in 2 minutes instead of 5 days. 97% of 
Metro Bank customers choose same day card 
issuance and Metro Bank was ranked #1 for 
customer satisfaction in 2019.

It’s on their mobile

Consumers order cards through their mobile 
banking app in a couple of clicks. The consumer 
interacts with the service on their chosen device, 
controls the end to end process and accesses 
support instantly.

CardHub is the fastest, easiest and most environmentally friendly way of getting a new bank card.

Consumers choose CardHub because it exceeds their expectations.

Why CardHub is better

For consumers

It’s environmentally friendly

Consumers now have the option to make a 
sustainable choice and choose cards and banks 
that match their values.

It’s convenient and free

Consumers can choose to get their card where 
and when best suits them. Instantly at their local 
branch, from a high footfall location at zero cost 
or via the traditional postal channels. They have 
the choice.



No Packaging

Our cards come out naked, straight into the 
consumer’s hand. No envelopes, glue, paper terms 
and conditions, PIN mailers and promotional 
material. Everything else is electronic.

CardHub is the most sustainable way of creating and distributing plastic cards.

Every year over 6.4 billion plastic cards are issued around the world. Each plastic card takes over 1,000 
years to biodegrade and less than 0.1% of all plastic cards are currently recycled. A huge environmental 
issue. CardHub is a credible solution to this problem.

Circular Manufacturing

The machines securely shred and recycle used 
and compromised cards. The plastic is reused in 
new cards so we reduce the need for virgin plastic 
to enter the ecosystem.

Why CardHub is better

For the environment

Eliminated Delivery Miles

Raw plastic cards are delivered en-masse to the 
machines and then consumers collect where and 
when suits them best. We eliminate billions of 
miles of door to door delivery cutting Co2 
emissions.

Reduced Stock Waste

Cards issued to wrong addresses, cards 
intercepted in the post and pre-printed cards that 
never get used are all types of stock waste that 
we eliminate completely. 



About CardHub from SA Systems

CardHub brings secure local card creation to 
important UK locations. 

● Secure construction to ISO and IP 
standards.

● Card printing from blank plastic - 
printing, encoding, embossing.

● No data held on device - fully cloud 
powered.

● Low power consumption.
● Monitored easy access for restocking 

and maintenance.
● DDA approved and multi-language 

operation.

Support and analytics

24/7 remote monitoring and management.

First line support with SLAs as strict as 4 hour 
fix or replace.

Advanced analytics views give insight on 
network performance & consumer behaviour.

2020mm

860mm

780mm

Overview

Feature Sheet

Hosting requirements

CardHub has been designed to be as simple 
as possible to host. A closed loop 
maintenance and stocking process ensures 
minimal disruption to standard working 
procedures.

● Turnkey installation and operation - no 
host staff required.

● Stable data (4mb+) and power 
connection (240v) required.

● Real-time host analytics dashboard with 
incidents, usage and earnings reports.

Footprint

0.88m2 footprint.



We build award winning technology and networks that transform how sensitive and personalised items are created and 
delivered. We are passionate about creating great consumer experiences and sustainable solutions that disrupt 
traditional and wasteful supply chains. Our expertise is in creating seamless experiences between the digital and 
physical world with a mobile led strategy.

We work with some of the world’s largest companies and through our networks they sell to millions of consumers each 
year.

If a consumer needs a product instantly, it needs to be personalised to them and it must be delivered securely, we can meet 
that need.

7 of 10
Largest UK airports

UK’s #1
Private car company

World’s #1
Government Visa 

Processor

World’s #1
Insurance company

World’s #1
Retail centre 

operator

SAS Trusted by industry leaders

Company

Why SA Systems?



CardHub enables issuers to instantly issue sustainable plastic and virtual cards to 
consumers via advanced self-service machines.

Any card. Any bank. Any branch. Any scheme. Anywhere.

SA Systems London
41 Tabernacle Street
Shoreditch
London
EC2A 4AA
+44 (0) 207 336 0010

sales@sasystems.com
sam.playfair@sasystems.com


